INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

Melanoma is a malignant pigmented skin lesion which is the deadliest type of skin cancer in the world. This cancer is the sixth most common cancer among American men and women and is the main factor of cancer death in 25-30 years old women. Also, melanoma is the most common type of cancer in 20-44 years old men in Australia and New Zealand.\[[@ref1]\] In Iran, according to the 8877 cases of skin cancer in 2006, this type of cancer was known as the first cancer.\[[@ref2]\] On the other hand, moles that are natural parts of the skin are benign types of pigmented skin lesions. Characteristics of both benign and malignant pigmented skin lesions are similar which makes differentiating between them a challenging problem.\[[@ref3]\]

Dermoscope lens and conventional digital camera are the most commonly used equipments that are used to investigate characteristics of pigmented skin lesions. The usage of each one of these equipments has advantages and disadvantages. The visualization of subsurface microstructures of the epidermis and upper dermis and uniform illumination are among the benefits of dermoscopic images but, on the other hand, the dermoscopy lens is not publicly available.\[[@ref4][@ref5]\] While nowadays, conventional digital cameras with spatial resolution higher than one megapixel are widely used by the general public and the taken images which are called macroscopic or clinical images are nonuniformly illuminated. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows macroscopic and dermoscopy images of an invasive melanoma. In this figure, the differences between visible characteristics of the two mentioned types of image, is clear. So, various computer processing techniques must be used for their analysis.\[[@ref3]\]

![An invasive melanoma (a) Macroscopic image, (b) Dermoscopic image](JMSS-4-281-g001){#F1}

The ultimate goal of procedures that are developed to distinguish between benign and malignant pigmented skin lesions is simplicity of applying by nonexperts and the general public. Hence, such procedures should be developed for macroscopic images with minimum constraints of imaging conditions. Some of these conditions include the usage of special resolution camera, considering a predetermined distance between camera and skin surface, and the usage of flash light during imaging. Up to now, studies in this area have been done assuming the above conditions and constraints are applied on the databases.\[[@ref6][@ref7][@ref8][@ref9]\]

In 2009, a study was done by Alcón *et al*. in which the algorithm to detect malignant melanoma from benign lesions by the usage of skin lesion macroscopic images is proposed. In this study, for lesion area segmentation, first the elimination of the low frequency spatial component of the image was used for background correction, and then a thresholding based method which was inspired by Otsu\'s algorithm, was applied to segment the lesion area. By considering ABCD criteria, 55 features were defined and extracted from the determined lesion area. Then correlation-based feature selection method and adaboost classifier were used as a feature selection step. In this algorithm, one decision support part was added which lead to the usage of the personal information including skin type, age, gender and part of the body along with the output of image classifier. Finally, 86% accuracy, 94% sensitivity and 68% specificity have been achieved.\[[@ref6]\] In 2010, Christensen *et al*. proposed a procedure in which morphological operators were used for thick and thin hairs removal, pre and postprocessing. Otsu\'s thresholding algorithm was applied on blue channel of red, green and blue (RGB) color space locally to determine the lesion area, and then, 9 features describing the overall shape, border and color distribution were extracted. A prediction model was constructed based on statistical analyses of the algorithm outputs. Finally by applying an optimal threshold on output index score, 77% accuracy was achieved.\[[@ref7]\] In 2011, the procedure is presented by Cavalcanti *et al*. in which shadow was estimated by adjusting a two degree quadric polynomial on normal skin and its effect was attenuated by removing this plane from the image. To determine the lesion area, a new three-channel image was defined, and a thresholding method inspired by Otsu\'s algorithm was applied on. Then by the usage of 52 extracted features, which were grouped in ABCD criteria features, and two k nearest neighborhood and decision tree classifiers in two modes, the lesion type was predicted. Finally, accuracy of 96.71%, sensitivity of 96.26% and specificity of 97.78% has been obtained.\[[@ref8]\] In 2013, Cavalcanti *et al*. introduced 12 features based on the values of eumelanin and pheomelanin of the lesion and added them to the feature set which used in the previous study. In this way, the proposed procedure in that study resulted in 100% sensitivity, 97.78% specificity and 99.34% accuracy.\[[@ref9]\]

The database of the mentioned studies was limited due to the conditions and constraints, which noted previously. This disadvantage prevents the proposed procedures from being appropriate to be applied on publicly available equipments that are the ultimate goal of proposing these procedures.

In this research work, a new procedure to detect malignant melanoma from benign pigmented skin lesions using macroscopic images taken by conventional digital camera with spatial resolution higher than one megapixel is presented, in which there is no constraint and special condition during imaging of the used database. In this procedure, a new method in order to weaken the effect of nonuniform illumination and also, a new threshold based algorithm in order to segment lesion area is described and applied on the database. Then, after introduction and applying new methods to correct the effect of thick hairs and large glows on the lesion, 187 features which indicate asymmetry, border irregularity, color variation, diameter and texture are extracted. The number of features is reduced using principal component analysis (PCA) algorithm and the result is used for predicting the type of lesion as benign or malignant using support vector machine (SVM) classifier.

METHODS {#sec1-2}
=======

The proposed procedure has three stages in order to detect malignant melanoma from benign pigmented lesions. The first stage is preprocessing which includes removing effects of macroscopic images artifacts and determining lesion area with high accuracy. In the second stage, descriptor features of lesions are extracted and in the third stage which is called the classification stage, optimal features are determined and used to predict the type of lesions.

Database {#sec2-1}
--------

The used database in this study is a set of 282 macroscopic images of pigmented skin lesions which had been collected from several online dermatology atlases such as dermnet, dermis and dermquest atlases.\[[@ref10][@ref11][@ref12][@ref13][@ref14][@ref15][@ref16]\] This set includes RGB images of 149 benign lesions and 133 malignant which have various dimensions of 259 × 382 to 1186 × 1369 pixels. Whole area of the lesion in all of the images is visible, but lesion is not necessarily in the middle of the image and can be connected to image edges. These images are taken by conventional digital cameras with different spatial resolutions which are \>1 megapixel. There was no need to adhere to a predetermined distance between the camera and skin while imaging and in some cases, flashlight is used. Thus, the used database in this study has the least restrictions and requirements for imaging.

Preprocessing {#sec2-2}
-------------

At this stage, the effects of part of artifacts in macroscopic images, including impact noise, skin lines, fine hairs, skin stains and small glows and reflections are removed by applying a median filter with mask size which is calculated using Eq. 1.\[[@ref17]\]

![](JMSS-4-281-g002.jpg)

In this equation, mask size n is determined for an M × N image and the floor function round down the result to the next integer.

Then, in order to weaken the effect of nonuniform illumination or shadow, image of original RGB color space is converted to hue, saturation and value (HSV) space because shadow effect in Value channel are more visible than other channels and spaces. Then, because of insensitivity of the proposed method to the location of the lesion, sampling from the normal skin is done twice as follows and as shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}:

![Sampling from the normal skin (a) From four corners, (b) From the frame](JMSS-4-281-g003){#F2}

Sampling from the four corners of V channel in 40 × 40 squares by taking into account the margin of 10 pixels from image edgesSampling from frame with a width of 40 pixels in sidelines of V channel by taking into account distance of 10 pixels from image edges.

In this way, two sets of values corresponding to the pixels of healthy skin are captured. Then 2 s and 3° polynomial functions, which are defined in equations 2 and 3, respectively, have been considered and are adopted adapted on these two sets of samples by the least squares method.

![](JMSS-4-281-g004.jpg)

In the equations 2 and 3, *P~i~* (*i* = 1,..., 6 for *Q*~2~ and *i* = 1,..., 10 for *Q*~3~) determines quadric function parameter and (*x*, *y*) is image spatial location.

Thus, four different planes were estimated which represent four various modes of illumination distribution on the image with respect to the relative area of the lesion in image, location of lesion on body and the way of lighting while imaging. Then four *V* channels which have uniform illumination are obtained by dividing the original V channel on these four planes. [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the four estimated planes for a skin lesion image and the result of elimination of each one from the image.

![(a) Smoothed image of a skin lesion, (b and c) Results of adaption of two-degree polynomial function on the corners samples, (d and e) Results of adaption of three-degree polynomial function on the corners samples, (f and g) Results of adaption of two-degree polynomial function on the frame samples, (h and i) Results of adaption of three-degree polynomial function on the frame samples](JMSS-4-281-g005){#F3}

If each one of these four processed V channel would be used for the following operations, images with uniform illumination are obtained that their healthy skin color is bright and different from the original image as can be seen in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. In order to retrieve true color of the skin, Eq. 4 is applied on each of processed V channels.\[[@ref9]\]

![](JMSS-4-281-g006.jpg)

In this equation, *V*~proc~ is the processed *V* channel, *V*~orig~ is the original *V* channel, μ represents mean of the respective channel and *V*~new~ is new *V* channel.

Then among new and original *V* channels, an image which has the least instability level, and therefore entropy, is chosen as the best *V* channel with uniform illumination because existence of shadow on the image leads to increased instability. This channel is replaced to the original *V* channel, and the final image is converted from HSV color space to RGB space.

[Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the image of a skin lesion with shadow that the proposed median filter and shadow reduction method were applied on.

![A skin lesion image (a) The original image, (b) The processed image after applying median filter and shadow reduction method](JMSS-4-281-g007){#F4}

The second step in the preprocessing stage is segmentation of the lesion area from surrounding normal skin. For this purpose, a new, simple and accurate segmentation method, which is based on thresholding technique is introduced in which the single-channel images containing determinant factors of lesion border meaning color, illumination and texture are obtained firstly. Red channel of the RGB color space and l\* channel of CIEl\*u\*v\* color space represent color and brightness information, respectively, and the first component of principal components which are obtained from applying PCA method on the RGB image indicates texture information. The reason of using red channel as color represent or is the fact that each ethnic group has healthy skin color of reddish and skin lesions are regions of skin with altered color. The reason of using the first component is the fact that this component contains maximum changes in the image, and in skin lesion images, maximum changes as well as most of texture information occur on the lesion border.

Separation of lesion from healthy skin is more effective by using one of the three mentioned single-channel images which are determined by examining the histogram information. In general, histogram of skin lesion image has two peaks corresponding to healthy skin and lesion area which whatever they are farther and the valley between them is deeper, lesions area will be separated with higher accuracy from healthy skin. Therefore, a single-channel image is selected which distance between peaks of its smoothed histogram using local regression is maximum.

Four different thresholds are defined and calculated over the optimum single-channel image as follows:

First threshold is calculated using Otsu thresholding algorithm (level~o~)Second threshold that is the mean value of lesion and healthy skin distribution peaks of the histogram (level~m~)Third threshold that is the starting point of healthy skin Gaussian distribution (level~f~)Fourth threshold that is the point with the lowest height between lesion and healthy skin distribution on the histogram (level~v~).

Then the thresholds on the image histogram which have the minimum distances to each other in terms of intensity level are selected and the largest one of them which covers results of other selected thresholds is applied on the optimal single-channel image. Since the shadow effect is corrected at first and thereafter, the threshold and borders are determined; shadow will not be mistaken by the lesion area and cannot affect on the borders determination.

[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a histogram of the optimum gray scale image of a skin lesion image with the four mentioned thresholds and the results of applying them and the optimal one. In the histogram of [Figure 5a](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the first and fourth thresholds completely matches and, therefore, are considered as the closest ones. [Figure 5c](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows results of using these two thresholds that indicates the lesion boundaries very accurate. As can be seen in Figure [5d](#F5){ref-type="fig"}-[g](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the boundaries of the second and third thresholds show large errors, while the selected thresholds by segmentation algorithm lead to the best results.

![(a) Histogram of the optimal grayscale skin lesion image, (b) The preprocessed image of skin lesion, (c) Final result of segmentation, (d) Determined boundaries using the first threshold, (e) The second threshold, (f) The third threshold, (g) The fourth threshold](JMSS-4-281-g008){#F5}

At the final step of the preprocessing stage, the effect of thick hairs and large glows and reflections on lesion is corrected to improve the results of segmentation algorithm and increase the accuracy and quality of determined boundaries. In order to correct the effect of thick hairs, bottom hat morphological transformation is applied and objects which their length to width ratio is \>10 have been removed. This operation has been implemented with the assumption that hairs have long and narrow structures, while lesion has elliptical structure.

If the image has a lot of thick hairs, their remaining details on the border of lesion mask are corrected by applying morphological opening operator with circular structural element of size 3. Otherwise, this operator is not required to be applied. Following this, morphological closing operator with the same element as opening operator is applied on the whole images which removes indentations on the boundary caused by reflection of light from lines and dents of skin surface. Finally, number of pixels of each object in the image is calculated and the largest one is selected as the lesion mask.

At the end, if flash light is used, the effect of large glows and reflections on image will be corrected because intensity level of large areas on the image or its sides are increases due to intense light of flash. So the flash light effect will be checked just on the lesion area, its effect on the lesion border will be corrected and its effect on normal skin is not matter in this study. For this purpose, image is converted to cyan, magenta, yellow, and key color space and Y (yellow) channel which can show areas of glows in the best way is selected. Then elliptical-shaped area which contains entire lesion and part of surrounding healthy skin is determined as it is described in the following and the image is limited to it. For this purpose, the best-fit ellipse is defined, and length of its major and minor axes is increased to the size of largest Euclidean distance of border lesion and the defined ellipse, plus a constant value.

One of the reasons of the image limiting is that lesion area in more cases is much smaller than healthy skin and by limiting image to an ellipse, accuracy of separation glows areas on lesion will has a significant improvement. In addition, the amount of processed data is also reduced which leads to an increased processing speed. Also, while defining an ellipse by increasing the lengths of ellipse axes and adding a constant value to them, it is ensured that its border is located on the healthy skin because ellipse border indicates healthy skin.

To determine glow area, k-means clustering algorithm is applied once on the limited channel Y and once more on the cluster with minimum center value, which is the output of the first run of the clustering algorithm. In each run of the algorithm, the number of clusters is selected equals to the number of smoothed histogram peaks of the input set, and five sequential iterations is performed. If the histogram has only one peak, the number of clusters is considered to be equal two. From results of second clustering, what is connected to the lesion border and is not connected to ellipse border is selected as glow mask. At the end, OR combination is applied on lesion and glow masks, and the final binary image is obtained after applying morphological closing and filling operators. [Figure 6](#F6){ref-type="fig"} shows the results of described sequence for determination of glow mask step by step.

![(a) A skin lesion with large glow on lesion area and the determined borders by lesion mask, (b) The limited Y channel, (c) The cluster with minimum center value (result of first run of clustering algorithm), (d) Result of second run of clustering algorithm, (e) Glow mask, (f) The determined borders by the final binary image](JMSS-4-281-g009){#F6}

[Figure 7](#F7){ref-type="fig"} shows the result of applying the described preprocessing step on three different skin lesions characterized by the lack and having a lot of thick hairs and large glows on lesion area.

![The original (top) and preprocessed (bottom) image of skin lesion (a) Without hairs and large glows, (b) With a lot of thick hairs, and (c) With large glows on lesion area](JMSS-4-281-g010){#F7}

### Feature extraction {#sec3-1}

In this study similar to the traditional process of visual inspection, after determining lesion area, a set of main features is extracted from the area and are combined in order to distinguish between benign and malignant skin lesions. ABCD criteria are selected among methods used to diagnose melanoma because of measurability of its features using the information contained in macroscopic images. These criteria have four features of asymmetry, border irregularity, color variation and diameter.\[[@ref18]\] In addition to these features, texture feature plays a decisive role in distinguishing between benign and malignant lesions. Finally, five groups of descriptors which are defined to measure these features are extracted and combined.

Features of asymmetry group are based on characteristics descripting center of gravity and inertia moments of lesion, which each one tries to measure the lesion asymmetry in the best way. This group includes 32 features such as orientation angle, asymmetry indices,\[[@ref19][@ref20][@ref21][@ref22][@ref23]\] mean squared error of nonoverlapping area with the respect to major axes, eccentricity,\[[@ref6][@ref24]\] equivalent diameter,\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref25]\] circularity indices,\[[@ref6][@ref8]\] excircle and circumcenter index, sphericity index,\[[@ref6]\] four features based on areas of both sides of the major axes,\[[@ref8]\] normalized contour moments,\[[@ref24]\] dimensionless moments,\[[@ref26]\] extent index, elongation index\[[@ref8]\] and area of bounding box. Border irregularity group is consisted of 34 features, which can be categorized in sets based on area and perimeter of the lesion, irregularity index, best-fit ellipse, convex hull, gradient and fractal geometry, and are area, two perimeters, four features based on radius,\[[@ref25]\] border irregularity indices,\[[@ref27][@ref28]\] compactness index,\[[@ref22]\] heywood circularity index, mean curvature,\[[@ref7]\] best-fit ellipse indices,\[[@ref7][@ref29]\] bulkiness index,\[[@ref30]\] bending energy, area and perimeter of convex hull, convexity index,\[[@ref24]\] solidity index,\[[@ref8]\] indentation and protrusion index, fractal dimensions\[[@ref20][@ref30]\] and ten border resolution.\[[@ref6][@ref8][@ref20]\] Some of the features have different descriptions which are all considered.

Color variation group comprises 72 features of RGB and non-RGB color spaces components and gray scale image. Most descriptors of this group are statistical and are extracted from lesion mask which doesn't contain glows areas. Moreover, pixels with values \<70% of the maximum of each channel are removed in calculations related to a healthy skin to ensure that there is no effect of hairs. Among the statistical characteristics of RGB color space components and gray scale image can be noted to the minimum, maximum, range of values, mean, standard deviation, coefficient of variation and variance and skewness, normalized standard deviation, ratio of mean values of RGB components, six basic colors counters,\[[@ref6]\] relative chromaticity.\[[@ref22]\] The statistical characteristics of non-RGB color space components are mean and standard deviation. These spaces include CIElch,\[[@ref31]\] CIEl\*a\*b\*,\[[@ref32]\] HSI and spherical colour space which is defined by three Br, angle-α and angle-β components.\[[@ref26]\]

Lesion diameter features contain 7 features of best-fit ellipse diameter, major diameter and the maximum distance between two nonadjacent points on the lesion border. Lesion texture features are extracted from gray level co-occurrence matrixes. These features include mean and range of values of 21 descriptors which are calculated for each of the four co-occurrence matrix for four different orientations of 0°, 45°, 90° and 135° and overall, describe 42 features for lesion texture. Among the co-occurrence matrixes descriptors can be noted to the auto-correlation, contrast, correlation, cluster prominence, cluster shade, dissimilarity, energy, entropy, homogeneity, maximum probability,\[[@ref33]\] variance, sum average, sum entropy, sum variance, difference variance, difference entropy, information measures of correlation,\[[@ref34]\] inverse difference, inverse difference normalized and inverse difference moment normalized.\[[@ref35]\]

Typically, values of extracted descriptors are at different ranges which if set in a certain range leads to significantly improved classification performance. For this reason, values of descriptors are normalized using z-score conversion and Eq. 5.

![](JMSS-4-281-g011.jpg)

In the above equation, *f~i,\ j~* is the amount of *j*-th descriptor of *i*-th image and μ~*j*~ and σ~*j*~ are mean and standard deviation of *j*-th descriptor, respectively. This conversion ensures that 99% of Z~*i,\ j*~ values are in the range of zero and one. What is out of this range is rounded to zero or one.\[[@ref36]\]

### Classification {#sec3-2}

After the feature extraction stage, a set of high-dimensional data is obtained which high number of them is effective on the accuracy and required time for accurate classification. Moreover, extraction of this number of features will lead to a high computational cost in terms of time and storage. At this stage, the number of features in order to achieve better performance will be reduced.

For this purpose, the PCA, which is an unsupervised linear feature extraction method, is used. In the PCA, due to the different units in the feature set, the correlation matrix is used instead of the covariance matrix. After implementing this process and calculating eigenvalues and variances, a set of principal components is obtained which are arranged in order to their ability in distinguishing between benign and malignant lesions. In order to determine the number of features which leads to the best classification results, the k number of sorted features is determined, and their efficiency is examined during classification. Finally, the features with maximum efficiency are selected.\[[@ref24][@ref37][@ref38]\]

Classification is the last step in the computerized analysis of pigmented skin lesions images in which lesion is predicted as benign or malignant. According to the previous studies, SVM have performed well in the field of skin lesions classification. In addition, this algorithm has various parameters that different data models can be separated by changing them. Therefore, SVM with radial basis function kernel is used as the classifier in this study.

Radial basis function kernel has two parameters of C and γ which their optimal values are determined by a grid-search on two sequences of C = {2^−5^, 2^−4^,..., 2^9^, 2^10^} and γ = {2^−8^, 2^−7^,..., 2^3^, 2^4^}. During the grid search procedure, ten-fold stratified cross-validation ​is performed to evaluate how well a particular combination of parameters is. After the grid-search, the target database is divided into two training and test sets. 70% of the database is used for training and the remaining 30% formed the test set. In both sets, the ratio of two benign and malignant classes is the same. Then SVM classifier with optimal parameters is trained and then tested on these two sets. In order to estimate the classification error, this procedure is performed 100 times and each time by changing the members of training and test sets, and the mean and standard deviation of the following evaluation criterion are calculated:

Sensitivity: Percentage of patients who have been diagnosed correctly as patients.Sensitivity = *TP*/(*TP* + *FN*)      (6)Where *TP* and *FN* represent the number of patients who have been diagnosed correctly as patient and incorrectly as healthy, respectively.\[[@ref39]\]Specificity: Percentage of healthy people who are correctly diagnosed as healthy.Specificity = *TN*/(*TN* + *FP*)      (7)Where *TN* and *FP* represent the number of healthy people who have been diagnosed correctly as healthy and incorrectly as patient, respectively.\[[@ref39]\]Accuracy: Percentage of patient and healthy individuals who have been diagnosed correctly.\[[@ref39]\]*Accuracy* = (*TP* + *TN*)/(*TP* + *FP* + *TN* + *FN*)      (8)The area under the curve (AUC): Receiver operating characteristic curve is the trace of *TP* rate versus *FP* rate and AUC provides the expected performance of prediction as a numerical value.\[[@ref40]\]

The described classification procedure is implemented on the database with all the extracted features and also, on the k number of features obtained by the reducing method. Then the optimal feature set which has the lowest number of members and also, the highest AUC value, is selected.

RESULTS {#sec1-3}
=======

The results of the proposed methods in preprocessing stage have been examined by dermatologist. According to the medical doctor diagnosis, these methods detect the boundaries of lesions with high accuracy and determine the lesion area with accuracy of extent of 100% for the used database in this study.

In the classification stage, initial experiment was conducted on the database with all the extracted features. The optimal parameters which are found by the grid search and 10-fold cross-validation for this input set, have values ​of (C\*, γ\*) = (32, 0.0078). Applying 100 times of SVM classifier with these optimal parameters on the training and test sets of 197 and 85 members respectively, leads to 81.13% ± 3.25% accuracy, 75.66% ± 6.87% sensitivity, 86.14% ± 5.27% specificity and 0.87 ± 0.03 area under the characteristic curve.

Then, with the goal of reducing the computation time and increasing the efficiency of the classifier, the classification procedure runs on the k features obtained by dimension reduction method. Due to the complexity of the problem in this study, it does not seem that small number of features has ability to make distinctions between classes very well. On the other hand, the large number of features may result in poor performance of the classifier. With these assumptions, k ranges between 5 and 60.

[Figure 8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows mean values of the AUC of 100 times classification with the optimal parameters versus the subset size of the principal components which are obtained by PCA. In this figure, it is observed that highest value of the AUC corresponds to the subset of principle components with size of 13, which has the mean value of 0.881. The mean and standard deviation of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for this subset are 82.2% ± 3.57%, 77.02% ± 5.97% and 86.93% ± 5.46%, respectively which are obtained for optimal parameters (C\*, γ\*) = (256, 0.0078). In [Figure 9](#F9){ref-type="fig"} which shows the mean values of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity versus the size of principal components subsets, ​the mentioned values can be observed.

![The mean values of area under the curve versus the size of principal components subset](JMSS-4-281-g012){#F8}

![The mean values of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity versus the size of principal components subset](JMSS-4-281-g013){#F9}

[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows results of classification for the optimal number of features selected by the feature selection method and also, for all the extracted features. By comparing the values ​listed in this table, it is observed that values of evaluation criteria are increased using 13 principal components which are extracted by PCA method than 187 original features which are extracted from lesion area. As a result, much smaller number of features can lead to better classification results.

###### 

The classification results for all features and the optimal features determined by feature selection method

![](JMSS-4-281-g014)

DISCUSSION {#sec1-4}
==========

This paper presents a new procedure for classifying pigmented skin lesions as benign or malignant using macroscopic images, which are taken by conventional digital cameras with spatial resolution higher than one megapixel. While imaging the used database, any constraints and specific conditions are avoided that is an important difference between this study and the previous ones in this area and makes the proposed procedure appropriate for implementation by public and nonspecialists.

In this study, new methods to enhance the quality of processing and analysis of macroscopic images of skin lesions have been proposed; including new method which weakened effect of nonuniform illumination on the image in the best way, a new thresholding based algorithm which by review the existing information on the image histogram exploits extractable information of the image and a new method which corrects effect of thick hairs and large glows on the lesion that appear while imaging using flash light and greatly increases accuracy of the boundaries set by the segmentation algorithm. In this study, 187 features representing asymmetry, border irregularity, color variation, diameter and texture which are the maximum number of extractable features from the lesion are extracted and by using the PCA algorithm, 13 optimal features are selected. Finally, SVM classifier predicts lesion types with accuracy of 82.2%, sensitivity of 77% and specificity of 86.93%. Because of dissimilarity between the used databases in this study and the other ones, the achieved results cannot be compared. However the accuracy improved significantly against the 64% accuracy of naked eye specialist, which is a worthy conclusion. According to the dermatologist report, the proposed method in this research due to its sensitivity, accuracy and specificity may help dermatologists in detection the malignant melanoma in more priority stages which may help their treatment more effectively. Moreover, if there was access to the personality and imaging information such as tumor site, patient\'s skin and eye color, the distance between camera and skin and the lesion diameter which is a limitation for this procedure, the achieved results could be improved significantly.
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